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SECOND SEMESTER

MT 301 . GROUP THEORY

Aniwer all que€tions

Time: 3 hours

(a) Deflne ihe follor.ving terms:

i. Group,

ii. Subgloup o{ a group.

:(!) Le,! 1J bg a non.ernply subset of a grorrp G. Prove ihat, fI is a subgrorip

o16 if and only il r-rb | € H, Vo,b€H.

k) fet iJ bg a gtlgroup ol a group G. Prove that 1{ I = lI am:l

Ifl = IJ V.n. e N.

Is it true that, if H-r = H thcn Il is a subgroup ol G? Justify pur

a[swel,

(d) Let Il and K be trvo subgroups of a group G Prove that

i. ry U 1( $ged rrot be a subgtoup of G, and

ii. if 11uK is.a subgroup ofG, then HIKoTKQH'

(e) Let {}l-}"61 be an arbitrary fanily ofsubgroups ofa group G, ther prov"

that n ff" is a subgroup of G.



2. S[.aL€ atrd prove Lagrange s tbeorem tor a finite group G.

, (a) If 9v9gy non-identity elomen! of a gro. up G has order 2, show it..: G is

.,a,trelian.

- {b) Lel, r and gr be €lements of a group G. Show that the element r-13tr has

l,he same order ag lt.

(c) Lei.z apd g be elements of a group, with order(r) :5. Show that il'r3

, tatrd gr,commute then r and y commute.

(d) Let,G,be a noo-abelian group of order 10.. Prove that G coniains at lea"st

. one,element.of order 5.

4. Explaln. what i$ meent by.saying that" two elements are

. grgup G

(a). L.,,et,G be a.grou. p. and a; & € G. Define a relation " - " on G by

o - 6 <+.4. and 6 are cotrju,gate in G.

. Pnove.thai " -ll' is aq equivalence relation on G,

Given o € G, let l(a,) delote the equivalence class containing a.

:, $bow that [(o)l = [G : C(o)], and d € z(G) ++ r(a) - {o},
C(") : Iq e G lar = aa]1 and Z(c) is the centre o{ the group G.
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(b) Write down the class equation of a fnite group G

Hence or otherwise, prove that if the order of G is p", where p is a

nirmber and n is a positive integer, then'the centre of G is non-tdvial

(a) Define the term "pgroup".

Let G be a ffnite abelian group and let p be a prime number which divides

rhe order ol G. Prove that G ha" an olement ol order p.

(b) Define ihe term " intemal direct product of groups "

Give an example to show that some groups can not be exptessed al the

internal direct product of Eon-trivial normal subgroups of a group.

the following terms:

homomorphism

isomorphism

automorpbism and illner automorphism,

Prove the following:

homomorphic image of an a,belian group is abelian.

homomorphic image of a cyclic group is cyclic.

Le+, AutG be the set of all automorphisms of a group G 'arLd let InnG

be the set of all inner automorphisms of G. Show that,

AutG is a group under composition of rnaps

InnG is a normal subgroup of ,AttG.
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